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NEW THOMAS PUBLICATIONS IN SCIENCE AND MEDICINE

CONSTANCY AND IQ CHANGE: A Clinical View of Relationships Between Tested Intelligence and Personality by Alice E. Moriarty, The Menninger Foundation, Topeka. In essence, this text shows how to make tests more useful clinically and places in new perspective the age-old controversy of IQ constancy. The author reviews and analyzes a series of structured tests on a sample of sixty-five normal children...examining dynamic aspects of ongoing intellectual development and considering possible psychological implications of constancy and change in human cognitive functioning. June '66, 232 pp., 13 tables, $8.50

ALCOHOLISM: Group Psychotherapy and Rehabilitation by Hugh Mullan and Iris Sangiuliano, both of New York City. With contributions by Ruth Fox, Esther J. Griffing, and Rose Wolfson. A systematic, truly cooperative approach to the treatment of alcoholism for both treatment center and private practitioner. The authors describe a broad treatment and rehabilitative program which meets the patient's needs and makes use of all community services that might contribute to his recovery. June '66, 352 pp., 11 il., 5 tables, (Amer. Lec. Clinical Psychiatry edited by Howard P. Rome), $12.00

COMPUTERS IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY compiled and edited by Herbert Zimmer, Hunter College of the City University of New York. (16 Contributors) In the present work the author has collected accounts of representative systems...all applicable to psychophysiological problems and capable of generating data in digital form. With one exception the systems included here produce data in a format suitable as input to a general purpose computer by means of either paper tape or magnetic tape. July '66, about 196 pp. (63/4 x 93/4), about 64 il.
A New Book!
Cockrum, McCauley, and Younggren—

**BIOLOGY**

By E. Lendell Cockrum; William McCauley; and Newell A. Younggren, all of the University of Arizona.

This rigorous freshman-level book offers a skillful balance of the "Classical Approach" (emphasizing descriptive biology) and the "Modern Approach" (emphasizing physiology and biochemical function).

Important material on genetics, reproduction, and ecology is placed in the front of the book, and is discussed in detail to both plants and animals. Taxonomy and morphology are covered separately in later sections.

There is considerable attention given to vertebrate biology with a discussion of form following function. A chapter on "Milestones in Biology" gives the student an insight into the exciting historical achievements of this field.

Over 400 clear teaching illustrations complement and amplify the text material.

$9.00 * New—4/66

New (2nd) Edition!
Orr—

**VERTEBRATE BIOLOGY**

By Robert T. Orr, California Academy of Sciences.

Beautifully illustrated, this New (2nd) Edition presents a fascinating picture of the characteristics and way of life of western-hemisphere vertebrates. Anatomical arrangements and functional systems of representative vertebrates in each taxonomic group are vividly described...skeletal, muscular, digestive, respiratory, urogenital, sensory, endocrine. Special characteristics of each vertebrate type are fully discussed. Dr. Orr emphasizes the way of life of the vertebrate, including migration, dispersal, sex recognition, competition, mortality, courtship, the territorial concept, etc. Improvements in this New (2nd) Edition include expanded coverage of classification, 82 new illustrations, and many new topics, including invasion, echolocation, hermaphroditism, and the tropic zones of the Americas.

About 500 pp. * Illustrated * About $9.00
New (2nd) Ed.—Ready Sept.

New (4th) Edition!
Turner—

**GENERAL ENDOCRINOLOGY**

By C. Donnell Turner, Duquesne University.

More valuable as a text than ever before, this New (4th) Edition presents endocrinology on a truly biological level. The author stresses the concept that no sharp line of demarcation can be drawn between the nervous and endocrine systems, that they must be considered as an entity...the neuro-endocrine system.

Revision has been thorough and complete for this New (4th) Edition. Considerably expanded discussions cover such topics as the pituitary gland, mechanisms of hormone action, and species differences in certain protein, peptide, and steroid hormones. Increased attention has been paid to poikilothermic vertebrates in this revision. A more logical starting point is provided by location of the chapter on invertebrate endocrinology early in the text, preparing the student for the more complex neuro-endocrine systems of the mammals. Many new photos and drawings illustrate this revision, and all the old ones have been updated where necessary.

579 pp. * 172 figures * $10.00
New (4th) Ed.—April, 1966
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Corning announces a new glass pipet.

Now there are three new standards in pipетs and one of them is what you should look for:

New CORNING® Disposable Glass Pipet: all the advantages of sterile glass with a throw-away price. Here's the disposable pipet you've been waiting for:
- Glass—cotton plugged and sterile, yet economical enough to use once and throw away. You get top convenience that saves time and dollars.
- You reduce possibility of cross-contamination.

New PYREX® brand Tempered Tip Pipets: totally new technique gives tip uniformity. Here are the first tempered-tip borosilicate pipets to give you complete tip uniformity. Uniformity that eliminates cleaning problems and carry-over contamination problems.
- We temper our borosilicate pipets without heating the glass to its softening point. This eliminates the chance of deforming the inner tip surface and creating a hard to clean shelf.

New super-strength COREX® Pipets: last so long they cut replacement costs 50%.
- That's because COREX pipets are totally, chemically strengthened so they outlast their borosilicate counterparts by six times in lab service.
- That's why we promise you six times the life from...
This new No. 7078 cotton plugged disposable serological pipet, 1 ml x 1/100, comes to you in handy completely sealed bags—25 sterile pipets per bag. No chance of contaminating an entire case to get at just a few pipets.

The shelf pack gives you 10 of these 25-piece packs. A case brings you two shelf packs—500 pipets in all.

We put the same amount of tempering for extra strength in the tip, yet still keep complete control of glass consistency.

And we’re doing it in new Pyrex brand Tempered Tip Pipets—all the most popular types and sizes of Bactis, Mohrs, serologicals, Folin-Wus, micros, volumetrics, and Ostwald-Folins.

For the extra strength of a tempered-tip borosilicate, without any compromise in cleanability, order new Pyrex brand pipets today.

Corex pipets, and why they can save you 50% of whatever you’re paying now for replacements.

Are Corex pipets a premium product? You bet.

They’re a totally new standard in pipet performance and pipet value.

More major labs are proving it every day. Shouldn’t you?

Order the new standards in glass pipets—Disposables, Pyrex brand Tempered Tips, Corex super-strength pipets—from your Corning labware dealer. They’re all combinable for quantity discounts, or write for more information to Laboratory Products Dept., Corning Glass Works, 9307 Crystal St., Corning, N.Y.

THE NEW STANDARDS COME FROM

CORNING
LABORATORY PRODUCTS
Now: A Fast Signal Averager

PAR Model TDH-9
Waveform Eductor

Photo #1—Input to Model TDH-9
SENSITIVITY: 5 V/cm
TIME: 10 μsec/cm
NOISE-TO-SIGNAL RATIO: 10:1

Photo #2—Output of Model TDH-9
SENSITIVITY: 5 V/cm
TIME: 10 μsec/cm

PAR Model TDH-9 Waveform Eductor

Photo #1 is an actual oscillogram of a signal obscured by noise — a situation unfortunately prevalent in many research areas; such as, studies of biomedical evoked potentials, seismology, spectroscopy, fluorescent lifetime studies, and vibration analysis. Photo #2 shows the dramatic improvement in signal-to-noise ratio when the noisy signal was processed by the PAR Model TDH-9 Waveform Eductor.

This new instrument employs a highly efficient waveform-averaging technique, and at the same time offers the fastest sweep rates obtainable in signal processing equipment of the signal-averaging type. Sweep durations as short as 100 microseconds, with dwell times per channel of 1 microsecond, are obtainable. The high resolution capability of the Model TDH-9 allows observation of waveforms or transients which have heretofore been unresolvable by averaging instruments employing a greater number of channels.

Although the Model TDH-9 Waveform Eductor sells for only $4,200, we invite functional comparison with the higher-priced digital averagers. We believe you will be pleasantly surprised. For more information about the PAR Model TDH-9, ask for Bulletin No. T-126.

Have a noise problem?
PAR’s technical staff, unusually knowledgeable in signal processing problems and techniques as a result of its experience in the development and application of Lock-In Amplifiers, welcomes your specific inquiries. Please call or write.
Our anniversary pictures came out fine, but we’re still not completely happy with them.

We’re in a reminiscing mood.

Just ten years ago the General Motors Technical Center was formally dedicated, became our new home. It’s an inspiring campus for contemplation... and accomplishment.

What have we been doing this past decade? Research ranging from adhesion to x-ray diffraction—covering crystals, corrosion, computers, energy conversion... magnetics, polymers, reliability, stress...

Some specific accomplishments in three broad areas:

- Research on combustion reactions, vehicle emissions control, and smog chemistry. We found that one-third of the automotive hydrocarbons in the atmosphere came from crankcase vents. So we shut them off. We’ve developed a system for effectively decreasing the exhaust hydrocarbons too. And we’ve discovered which hydrocarbons are the worst offenders in smog formation.

- Traffic dynamics, vehicle handling, and driver aids. We’ve developed mathematical descriptions of road traffic situations, pinned down many interrelationships between car, road, and driver. Our mathematical models also describe vehicle ride, vibration, and directional control. And we’ve explored automatic highways and car-road communications systems as new approaches to safe, efficient travel.

- Engines. Our gas turbines now have good fuel economy, excellent engine braking, and very low hydrocarbon emissions. The quiet GMR Stirling engine is extremely efficient, with a closed cycle taking heat from almost anywhere.

We like our anniversary pictures. But they tell such a small part of our whole story.
The very high resolution electron micrograph of the (200) and (020) planes of gold crystal (2.04 Angstroms) was taken on the Hitachi Perkin-Elmer HU-11B Electron Microscope at the Hitachi Central Research Laboratory in Japan. It represents a severe test of all parameters of electron microscope design.

**Experimental Conditions**
1. The (001) direction of the gold crystal film was aligned to the optical axis of the electron microscope.
2. The illuminating system was tilted within the (110) plane to satisfy the Bragg condition against the (220) plane. With this orientation, chromatic aberration is reduced for the (200) and (020) spacings as well as the (220) spacing.
3. The perpendicular lattice images (200) and (020) were observed simultaneously when the above conditions were satisfied. Because the spherical aberration, electronic and thermal drift, and astigmatism are very small, the resolution shown in the micrograph is very high.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gold Crystal Lattice Planes</th>
<th>Spacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(200)</td>
<td>2.04 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(020)</td>
<td>2.04 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(220)</td>
<td>1.43 Å</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the highest resolution yet achieved on an electron microscope. Another example of Hitachi Perkin-Elmer leadership in electron microscopy.

Complete information on the HU-11B as well as a glossy print of the above micrograph can be obtained by writing to: The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Distributor Products Dept., 723 Main Avenue, Norwalk, Conn.
VERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY
Third Edition
by Alfred Sherwood Romer

Vertebrate Paleontology is widely recognized as the standard reference work in its field. It is a thorough account of vertebrate history as revealed in the fossil record. An extensive classification of living vertebrates covering more than 100 pages has been added to this new revision, as well as a comprehensive list of fossils and the geological ages in which they lived. The index is cross-referenced to text as well as taxonomical entries. The bibliography has been enlarged to 662 items. All sections have been revised—those dealing with fishes, amphibians, primitive reptiles, and primitive mammals have undergone the most extensive revision. 496 pages. Illus.$10.00

......

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR AND ORGANIZATION AMONG VERTEBRATES
edited by William E. Etkin

"The subject has not been brought together in this way before . . ."—Science.

"The broad approach and solidness of this book should find it wide use as a basic or supplementary text in introductory animal behavior courses, and as a fine first source to more senior investigators turning to this area for the first time."—Leonard A. Rosenblum, Ecology. Illus. $7.50

......

THE PARATHYROID GLANDS
Ultrastructure, Secretion and Function
edited by Pieter J. Gaillard, Roy V. Talmadge, and Ann M. Bundy

"The book will be of interest to all students of endocrinology and will serve as a useful reference source for those working in the field. In general, the subject matter is timely and represents a concerted effort on the part of the participants to make public their most recent developments. The indexing, referencing, and editing are excellent . . ."—Claude D. Arnaud, Science. $15.00

......

Inquire at your bookstore
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5750 Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637
Chicago and London. In Canada: The University of Toronto Press

(P. W. Bell, 175 College St., Toronto 2B, Ont.)

14-19. American Inst. of Biological Sciences, 17th annual, Univ. of Maryland, College Park. (AIBS, 3900 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C.)

The following societies will meet in conjunction with the AIBS. Additional information is available from AIBS or from the program chairmen listed below.

American Bryological Soc. (W. B. Schofield, Dept. of Botany, Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada)
American Fern Soc. (H. Knobloch, Dept. of Botany and Plant Pathology, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing)
American Fisheries Soc. (L. E. Cronin, Natural Resources Inst., Administration Bldg., Univ. of Maryland, College Park)
American Genetic Assoc. (S. Burhoe, American Univ. Graduate School, Washington, D.C.)
American Microscopical Soc. (R. M. Cable, Dept. of Biological Sciences, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind.)
American Soc. for Horticultural Science (A. H. Thompson, Dept. of Horticulture, Univ. of Maryland, College Park)
American Soc. of Plant Physiologists (R. S. Loomis, Dept. of Agronomy, Univ. of California, Davis)
American Soc. of Plant Taxonomists (L. R. Heckard, Dept. of Botany, Univ. of California, Berkeley)
American Soc. of Professional Biologists (A. Dickman, 1415 W. Erie Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.)
American Soc. of Zoologists (L. E. DeLamney, Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Ind.)
Animal Behavior Soc. (E. M. Banks, Dept. of Zoology, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana)
Biometric Soc.—ENAR (J. Meade, Univ. of Arkansas Medical School, Fayetteville)
Botanical Soc. of America (W. A. Jensen, Dept. of Botany, Univ. of California, Berkeley)
Ecological Soc. of America (G. M. Woodwell, Dept. of Biology, Brookhaven Natl. Lab., Upton, L.I., N.Y.)
Mycological Soc. of America (P. L. Lentz, Crops Research Div., USDA, Beltsville, Md.)
Natl. Assoc. of Biology (W. K. Stephenson, Earlham College, Richmond, Ind.)
Nature Conservancy (Local Representative: W. Van Eck, Dept. of Agronomy and Genetics, West Virginia Univ., Morgantown)
Phi Sigma (Local Representative: R. G. Stross, Dept. of Zoology, Univ. of Maryland, College Park)
Physiological Soc. of America (B. C. Parker, Dept. of Botany, Washington Univ., St. Louis, Mo.)
Society for Industrial Microbiology (J. Coats, Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Society of Protozoologists (R. W. Hull, Dept. of Biological Sciences, Florida State Univ., Tallahassee)
Tomato Genetics Cooperative (Local Representative: F. Angell, Dept. of Horticulture, Univ. of Maryland, College Park)
Wildlife Disease Assoc. (C. Herman, Patuxent Wildlife Disease Assoc., Laurel Md.)

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
The broadening spectrum of basic and applied nuclear research programs at Lawrence has created a number of outstanding career opportunities. The laboratory, located near San Francisco, is operated for the AEC. Major research programs include:

• SHERWOOD—controlled thermonuclear fusion
• PLOWSHARE—peaceful applications of nuclear explosives
• BIO-MEDICAL—radiation effects on the biosphere
• WHITNEY—nuclear weapons for national defense
• SPACE REACTOR—nuclear power reactor for space explorations

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

CHEMISTS—PhD's
Carry out research projects involving X-ray spectroscopy, electron analytical techniques, high-resolution mass spectroscopy, electron microprobe chromatography, UV-Vis., or IR absorption, and the application of control computers and information theory to the solution of chemistry problems.

LITERATURE SCIENTISTS
With degree in physics, geology, chemistry, engineering or other scientific fields. Experience in technical reference, bibliography, literature searching, abstracting and data analysis is important.

Your inquiry or resume will receive the immediate and confidential attention of B. R. Graf, Personnel Department.

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
P. O. Box 808 13-76
Livermore, California 94550
An Equal Opportunity Employer
U. S. Citizenship Required